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Strong uniqueness in L2 and in L1 for Dirichlet operators in finite dimensional
spaces is studied.  1999 Academic Press
In this paper we study the uniqueness problem for the classical Dirichlet
form on a weighted real L2-space when the underlying space is finite
dimensional. The associated operator H, called the Dirichlet operator, when
restricted to the domain of smooth functions, takes the form &2&; } {
where ; is the logarithmic derivative of the corresponding weighted
measure. By the uniqueness problem we mean the following. Let 2+; }
{  C 0 (R
d) be considered as an operator in L p(Rd, \dx) (we assume
throughout the paper that \>0 almost everywhere w.r.t. the Lebesgue
measure, \ # L1loc(R
d, dx) and ;={\\ # L2loc(R
d, \dx)). We ask whether
the extension of this operator generating a C0 -semigroup on L p(Rd, \dx) is
unique. In this paper we concentrate on two cases: p=2 and p=1. If p=2
it is well known that the problem is equivalent to the essential selfadjoint-
ness of the operator. This problem has a long history and goes back at
least to [1] where it was posed in connection with the definition of the
generalized Schro dinger operator. We refer to [2] for some uniqueness
results, discussion of applications, and historical remarks.
There are two different types of sufficient conditions for the essential
selfadjointness of the Dirichlet operators known so far: global and local.
The best global condition obtained in [12] is ; # L4(Rd, \ dx). As examples
show (see [8]) the condition |;| # L4loc(R
d, \dx) ensuring essential selfad-
jointness cannot be improved in terms of L p. The best known local
condition obtained recently in [3] is the following: \ is locally bounded
and locally uniformly positive and |;| # L#loc(R
d, \dx) for some #>d. Note
that this is equivalent to |;| # L#loc(R
d, dx) since the measure \dx is locally
to equivalent to the Lebesgue measure.
Our aim in this paper is to establish a criterion of strong uniqueness for
the Dirichlet operator under local assumptions on the logarithmic deri-
vative ; generalizing the result from [12] (in the finite dimensional case).
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We assume that ; # L4loc(R
d, \dx) and impose an additional local condition
in the form of a weighted Hardy-type inequality outside a ball in Rd.
Let us describe our framework more precisely. We assume throughout
the paper that \ : Rd [ R is almost everywhere positive and \ # L1loc(R
d).
We also assume that ; # L2loc(R
d, \dx). All functions are assumed to be
real-valued.
Let H be the selfadjoint operator associated with the closure of the
following bilinear form
E(u, v)=( ({u, {v))=: ({u, {v) , u, v # C 10(R
d),
where ( } , } ) denotes the inner product in L2 :=L2(Rd, \dx) and ( } , } ) the
inner product in Rd. It is easily seen that H#(&2&; } {  C 20(Rd)). Below
we use the following notation: BR is the ball of radius R in Rd centered at
the origin, 1B is the characteristic function of the set B, & }&p is the norm
in L p :=L p(Rd, \dx), ( ) denotes the integral w.r.t. the measure \dx.
The main result of this paper reads as follows
Theorem 1. Let ; # L4loc(R
d, \dx).
Suppose that there exists R< such that for any R1>R
there exists a constant C=C(R1) so that the following
inequality holds
( |;|2 1BR1"BR., .) C(&{.&
2
2+&.&
2
2) (. # C

0 (R
d)).
(1)
Then C 0 (R
d) is a domain of strong uniqueness for the Dirichlet operator H,
that is (&2&; } {)  C 0 (R
d) is essentially selfadjoint in L2(Rd, \dx).
Remark. (1) Theorem 1 extends the corresponding result from [12]
in the finite dimensional case where it was proved under the assumptions
that \ # L1(Rd) and ; # L4(Rd, \dx).
(2) If in addition we assume, as in [3], that \ is locally bounded and
locally uniformly positive then for d3 the condition |;| # Ldw, loc(R
d)
(weak Ldloc-space) implies (1). So our theorem is a direct generalization of
the main result in [3] for d4 (because of our L4loc assumption). Note also
that our assumptions are dimension free.
Our strategy of the proof of Theorem 1 is as follows. First, we reduce the
problem to the essential selfadjointness of a degenerate Dirichlet operator
whose coefficients vanish outside a ball. Then we prove the essential self-
adjointness of the operator on the ball using a method of a-priori estimates
which was developed in [12] and which turns out to be applicable for the
situations with degeneracy.
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The localization of the problem to a ball is the substance of Theorem 2
below where in the proof we follow the same lines as in [12] though
relaxing the conditions on ;. In order to formulate our localization result
let us introduce the class FR of spherically symmetric functions ’ : Rd [ R
with the properties ’ # C 0 (R
d), 0’1, ’=1 on the ball BR . Let ’ # FR
for some R>0 and let H’ be the operator associated with the closure of
the form
(’{u, ’{v) , u, v # C 10(R
d).
Clearly, H’ #&({+;) ’2{  C 2b(Rd) & L2.
Theorem 2. Let ; # L2loc(R
d, \dx), R>0. Let ; satisfy the condition
(1) from Theorem 1. Suppose that for any ’ # FR the operator H’  C 0 is
essentially selfadjoint. Then the operator H  C 0 is essentially selfadjoint.
Proof. It suffices to prove that Ran[(1+H)  C 0 (R
d)] is dense in
L2(Rd), or that
u # L2 and ( (1+H) ., u) =0 for all . # C 0 (2)
implies u=0.
We divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1. Let u satisfy (2), ! # FR . Then
u! # D(H 12’ ).
for all ’ # FR such that ’supp !=1.
Indeed, one can check directly that
( (1+H) ., u!) =( (1+H’) ., u!) (. # C 0 ).
Since !. # C 0 , (2) implies
( (1+H) ., u!)=([!, H]& ., u) , (3)
where [!, H]& .=2({!) {.+(2!) .+;({!) .. The following inequa-
lities hold with some constant C! depending on !
&({!) {.&2C! & ’{.&2C! &H 12’ .&2 ,
&(2!) .&2C! &.&2 ,
and (1) implies that
&;({!) .&2C!&(1+H’)12.&2 .
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As a result we infer from (3)
|( (1+H’) ., u!) |C! &u&2 &(1+H’)12 .&2 (\. # C 0 ).
Using the essential selfadjointness of H’ one extends the last estimate to all
. # D(H’). This estimate takes the form
|( (1+H’)12 , u!) |C! &&2 &u&2 for all  # D(H 12’ ).
Now by the Riesz representation theorem we conclude that u! # D(H 12’ ).
Step 2. Let u satisfy (2), ! # FR . Then
&u!&2&({!) u&2 .
Choose ! , ’ # FR such that ! supp !=1 and ’supp ! =1. Set u~ =u! . Note
that u~ supp !=usupp ! . By Step 1 u!, u~ # D(H 12’ ). Therefore by Step 1 and
by (3) with .n=. we have
( (1+H’)12 .n , (1+H’)12 u!) =( ({+;) ({!) .n , u~ )+( ({!) {.n , u~ )
or
( (1+H’)12 .n , (1+H’)12 u!) =&( ({!) .n , {u~ ) +( ({!) {.n , u~ ).
Passing to the limit .n  u! in the norm &(1+H’)12 } &2 we get
&u!&22+&H
12
’ u!&
2
2=&({!) u&
2
2
from which we conclude that &u!&2&({!) u&2 .
Step 3. u=0.
Choosing a sequence (!n) such that !n  1 pointwise and |{!n |1 we
see that u!n  u and u({!n)  0 in L2 which implies that u=0. K
Before going to the proof of Theorem 1 we discuss some properties of
degenerate operators with smooth coefficients. Let 0 be the interior of
supp’. Let b # C(0 ). Let us consider the operator A’=&({+b) ’2{
in C(0 ) with the domain D(A’)=C 2(0 ). By a result of Taira [18,
Theorem 1] (see also [19]) the closure A ’ of A’ generates a Feller semi-
group e&tA ’ on C(0 ). Moreover, by [18, Theorem 2] there exists *0 such
that for *>*0 and f # C(0 ) one has (*+A ’)&1 f # C2(0 ).
Proof of Theorem 1. According to Theorem 2 it suffices to prove that
H’  C 0 (R
d) is essentially selfadjoint.
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Let H ’ be the non-negative selfadjoint operator associated with the
closure of the form (’{u, ’{v) , u, v # C 10(0), in L
2(0, \dx). (Note that
here (,, )=0 ,(x) (x) \(x) dx).
Claim. H ’  C2(0 ) is essentially selfadjoint in L2(0, \dx)
Since &H ’ is the generator of a C0 -semigroup of contractions on
L2(0, \dx), it is evident that D :=(*+H ’)&1 C(0 ) is a core of H ’ for
any *>0. In order to prove the Claim we must show that every element
from D can be approximated by elements from C2(0 ) in the graph norm
of H ’ , that is to show that for every f # C(0 ) there exits a sequence
(,n)/C2(0 ) such that ,n  (*+H ’)&1 f and H ’ ,n  H ’(*+H ’)&1 f in
L2(0, \dx) as n  . Let us construct this sequence in the following way.
Take a sequence (;n)/C(0 ) such that ;n  ;10 in L4(0, \dx) as n  
(such a sequence exists since ;10 # L4(0, \dx)). Let A’n be the operator A’
with b=;n. Let *>0 be such that ,n=(*+A’n)&1 f # C 2(0 ). Then
,n # D(H ’) & D(A’n) and the following equalities hold in L2(0, \dx)
(*+H ’)&1 f &,n=(*+H ’)&1(A’n&H ’) (*+A ’n)&1f
=(*+H ’)&1(;&;n) ’2{,n ,
(*+H ’) [(*+H ’)&1 f &(*+A ’n)&1 f ]=(;&;n) ’{,n .
Taking into account the uniform estimate proved in Theorem 3 below
&’{,n&4C,
where C depends on f, ; and ’ only, one completes the proof of the Claim.
As is well known (see, e.g., [14, Theorem X.26]) the Claim is equivalent
to the fact that Ran(1+H ’)  C2(0 ) is dense in L2(0, \dx). This implies
that Ran(1+H’)  C 2b(R
d) & L2(Rd, \dx) is dense in L2(Rd, \dx), that is
C2b(R
d) & L2(Rd, \dx) is a core of the operator H’ . Indeed, for any =>0,
f # L2(Rd, \dx) choose v~ 1 # C2(0 ) such that &[(1+H ’) v~ 1& f ] 10&2<=2.
Let v # C 2b(R
d) & L2(Rd, \dx) be an extension of v~ 1 and v2 # C 20(0
c). The
equality
(1+H’) (v1+v2)& f=[(1+H ’) 10v1&10 f ]+[v2+10c(v1& f )]
shows that &(1+H’) v& f &2<= if v2 is such that &v2+10c(v1& f )&2<=2.
The equality H’  C 2b(R
d) & L2(Rd, \dx)=H’  C b (R
d) & L2(Rd, \dx)
can be checked by using standard approximation for functions from
C2b(R
d) by elements of C b (R
d).
Taking a sequence (|n)/C 0 such that |  1 pointwise and |{|n |1,
|2||1 one easily shows that |n,  , in the graph norm of H’ , that is
C0 (R
d) is also a core of H’ . This completes the proof of Theorem 1. K
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Now we turn to a-priori estimates for the solutions of the equations
(*+A’n) un= f with smooth coefficients. Recall that A’n=&(;n+2) ’2 {
with ;n # C(0 ). The next proposition is the simplest estimate of this kind.
It will be used later for the L1-uniqueness problem. The following
Theorem 3 is a much deeper result which reflects properly how smoothness
properties of the solutions depend on the L p-properties of the coefficients.
Proposition 1. Let un be the solution of the equation (*+A’n) un= f,
with f # C(0 ) and *>0 sufficiently large. Then
* &un&22+&’ |{un |&
2
2
1
*2
& f &2 &’(;
n&;)&22+
1
*
& f &22 .
Proof. Multiplying the equation (*+A’n) un= f by un , integrating over
0 with respect to the measure \dx and using integration by parts we get
* &un&22+&’{un&
2
2=( (;
n&;) ’2 {un , un)+( f, un).
Estimating the terms in the r.h.s. of the last equality as
|( f, un) |
*
2
&un &22+
1
2*
& f &22 ,
|( (;&;n) ’2 {un , un) |
1
2*2
& f &2&’(;&;n) &22+
1
2
&’{un&22 ,
we complete the proof. K
Theorem 3. Let un be the solution of the equation (*+A’n) un= f, with
f # C(0 ) and *>0 sufficiently large. Then there are constants C1 and C2
such that
&’ |{un |&44
C1
*2
& f &4(&’ |;|&
4
4+&’ |;
n|&44+&|{’|&
4
4)
+C2 \ 1*2 & f &22 &’ |;n |&22+
1
*2
& f &22& f &
2
+& f &1& f &+ .
Proof. Let us introduce the following notation: wj={j un , w={un and
I= ij &’2 {i wj &22 (here and below the summation is from 1 till d ). The
proof is divided into several steps.
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Step 1. The following identity holds
* &’w&22+I+4 :
ij
(’2 {i wj , ’({i ’) w j)
+4 &’({’) w&22+:
ij
(’2 {i wj , ;i ’2wj)
=(;n’2w, (;n&;) ’2w) &2(;’2w, ’({’) w)+(;n’2w, f&*un)
+( f, f&*un)&( f, (;&;n) ’2w) . (4)
In order to prove (4) we multiply the equation *un&({+;n) ’2w= f by
the test function =& j ({j+; j) ’
2wj and integrate over 0. (Notice that
= f&*un&(;&;n) ’2w.) We arrive at
* &’ |w|&22+:
ij
({j ’2wi , {i ’2wj)+:
ij
({j ’2wi , ;i ’2wj)
=( ;n’2w+ f, ( f &*un&(;&;n) ’2w) ).
It is easy to check the identities
:
ij
({j ’2wi , {i ’2wj)=I+4 :
ij
(’2 {i w j , ’({i ’) wj) +4 &’({n) w&22 ,
:
ij
({j ’2wi , ;i ’2wj)=:
ij
(’2 {i w j , ;i ’2wj)+2(;’2w, ’({’) w)
which completes the proof of (4).
Step 2. We claim that there exist constants C1 and C2 such that for
any $>0 the next inequality holds
I$ &’ |w|&44+
C1
$
(&’ |;|&44+&’ |;
n|&44+&{’&
4
4)
+C2 \1* & f &22+& f && f &1+ . (5)
Indeed, using Schwarz’s inequality for integrals and for sums one obtains
that for any $>0
}4 :ij (’
2 {i wj , ’({i ’) wj) }4I 12 &|{’| ’ |w|&2

1
2
I+
$
4
&’ |w|&44+
64
$
&|{’|&44 ,
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}:ij (’
2 {i wj , ; i ’2wj) }I 12&|;| ’2 |w|&2

1
4
I+
$
4
&’ |w|&44+
1
$
&’ |;|&44 .
Estimating in a similar way the rest of the terms in (4) one arrives at (5).
Step 3. We claim that there exists a constant C such that for all
sufficiently large *>0 the next inequality holds
&’ |w|&44
4
*2
& f &2I+C \ 1*2 & f &2 & f &22
+
1
*4
& f &4&(;
n&;) ’&44+
1
*4
& f &4 &{’&
4
4+ . (6)
Indeed, integrating by parts and using the equation one obtains that
&’ |w|&44=(un , ’
2 |w| 2( f &*un))+(un , ’2 |w|2 (;n&;) ’2w)
&2(un , ’({’) w’2 |w|2) &2 :
ij
(un , ’2w i wj {i wj) . (7)
Now using the inequality &un&1* & f & and Schwarz’s inequality for
integrals and sums one has
2 }:ij (un , ’
2wi wj {i wj) }2* & f &&’ |w|&24 I 12
1
4
&’ |w|&44+
4
*2
& f &2 I.
Estimating similarly the rest of the terms in (7) we obtain (6).
Step 4. To complete the proof of the theorem one combines (5) and
(6) choosing $=*28 & f &2 . K
Next we consider the uniqueness problem in L1. More precisely, we are
interested in the conditions on the weight function \ guaranteeing that
C0 (R
d) is a core of the Dirichlet operator H in L1(Rd, \dx). We use an
approach similar to that used in L2. Namely, first we reduce the problem
to the problem for a Dirichlet operator in a ball by means of a localization
result similar to Theorem 2. However, in comparison with the L2-case we
have to impose a restriction on growth of the weight function \ at infinity
which is natural for the following reason. As is well-known, the essential
m-accretivity of H  C 0 in L
1 implies that the semigroup e&tH is conser-
vative, that is e&tH1=1 (cf. [5]), and the latter property requires a restriction
on the volume growth.
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Before formulating the result let us note that the construction of the
semigroup and its generator in L1 is standard. Namely, we define e&tH1 :=
(e&tH  L1 & L) tL1 [ L1 (closure in L
1). Below we write H instead of H1 .
Our uniqueness result in L1 reads as follows.
Theorem 4. Let ; # L2loc(R
d, \dx). Suppose that there is a function
N : R [ R+ such that limt  N(t)= and
lim inf
t  
- t
N(t) \|N(t)|x|2N(t) \dx+
1t
=: C<. (8)
Then C 0 (R
d) is a domain of strong uniqueness in L1(Rd, \dx) for H.
Remark. (1) One can easily check that (8) is satisfied if there are con-
stants A, B>0 such that vol(BR)A exp BR2, where vol(BR) is the
volume of the ball BR . The latter condition is exactly the borderline case
for the conservativity property of the semigroup (cf. [6, 17]).
(2) After this work had been finished we received a paper by
W. Stannat characterizing L1-uniqueness in terms of the conservativity
property [16].
The next lemma provides the localization result needed for the
L1-uniqueness problem. As above we write H’ instead of (H’)1 .
Lemma. Let R>0. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 4 let us
suppose that for any ’ # FR the closure in L1(Rd, \dx) of the operator
H’  C 0 (R
d) is m-accretive. Then C 0 (R
d) is a domain of strong uniqueness
for H in L1(Rd, \dx).
Proof. It suffices to prove that Ran[(*+H )  C 0 (R
d)] is dense in
L1(Rd, \dx) for some positive * (to be chosen below), or that
u # L and ( (*+H ) ., u) =0 for all . # C 0 (9)
implies u=0.
We divide the proof into two steps.
Step 1. Let u satisfy (9), ! # FR . Then
u! # D(H 12’ ).
for all ’ # FR such that ’supp !=1.
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This step is similar to Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 2.
As in the proof of Theorem 2 one can check directly that
( (*+H ) ., u!) =( (*+H’) ., u!)(. # C 0 ).
Since !. # C 0 , (9) yields
( (*+H ) ., u!)=([!, H]& ., u) . (10)
(Recall that [!, H]& .=2({!) {.+(2!) .+;({!) ..) One has
|( ({!) {., u) |&u{!&2 &’ {.&2C* &u {!&2 &(H’+*)12 .&2 ,
|( (2!) ., u) |&(2!) u&2 &.&2 ,
|(;({!) ., u) |&u& &; {!&2 &.&2 ,
which implies that
|( (*+H’) , u!) |C!, u &&2 for all  # D(H 12’ ) (11)
since C0 is a core of (H’)1 and of H
12
’ . From (11) by the Riesz representation
theorem it follows that u! # D(H 12’ ).
Step 2. u=0.
Let ! # FR and ’ # FR such that ’=1 in a neighbourhood of supp !.
Since D(H 12’ ) is a Dirichlet space and u # L
, it follows that u! |u!|q #
D(H 12’ ) & L
 for any q1. Hence (10) holds for any . # D(H 12’ ), and we
can put .=u!|u!| p&2 with p3. Then after a straightforward computation
we obtain
* &u!& pp +(H
12
’ u! |u!|
p&2, H 12’ u!)
=2
p&2
p \
{!
! + |u!| p2 { |u!| p2+\
{!
! +
2
|u!| p .
(Justification of the last equality is similar to that given in Step 2 of the
proof of Theorem 2.) Now the l.h.s. of the last equality can be estimated
from below by
* &u!& pp +4
p&1
p2
&H 12’ |u!|
p2&22
and the r.h.s. is estimated from above by
p&2
p \= \
{!
! + |u!| p+
1
=
&{ |u!| p2&22++\{!! +
2
|u!| p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for any =>0. Choosing == p( p&2)4( p&1) we finally obtain the inequality
* &u!& pp 
p2
4( p&1) "\
{!
! + |u!| p2"
2
2
.
Let _ # C 0 (R), 0_1, |_$|2, _(x)=1 if |x|1 and _(x)=0 if
|x|2. Put !(x) :=_( |x|N( p)). Then ({!)24N 2( p) 1p where 1p is the
characteristic function of supp _$( |x|N( p)). Therefore we obtain
* &u!& pp 
p2
( p&1) N2( p)
&u&2 (1p , |u!| p&2) .
By Ho lder’s inequality (1p , |u!| p&2) &u!& p&2p &1p&p2 . Notice that
&1p&12p2\|N( p)|x|2N( p) \dx+
1p
.
Hence
&u!&p
p
- p&1
1
- * N( p)
&u& \|N( p)|x| 2N( p) \dx+
1p
.
Passing to the limit along a subsequence pn   and choosing *>C2 we
obtain
&u& lim
n  
&u!&pn<&u& ,
which implies u=0. K
Remark. A similar approach was used in [13] where the uniqueness
problem in L1(Rd) for the second order elliptic operator with coefficients
growing at infinity was studied. The condition (8) is inspired by [13].
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof
of Theorem 1. We use the same approximation sequence. The following
equality holds in L1(Rd, \dx)
(*+H ’)&1 f &,n=(;&;n) ’2 {,n .
From Proposition 1 it follows that &’{,n &2C, where C depends on f, ;
and ’, but not on n. This shows that C2(0 ) is a core of the operator H’
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in L1(0, \dx). The rest is the repetition of the arguments from the proof of
Theorem 1 with L1 instead of L2 and Lemma instead of Theorem 2. K
Remark. As a consequence of L1-uniqueness one obtains the so-called
Markov uniqueness for H (see [9] for the definition). However, the Markov
uniqueness does not require any restriction on the growth of the weight
function at infinity (cf. [15]; see also [4] for a purely analytic proof).
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